Tom’s Weekly Newsletter January 12, 2021

For those of you who are new to Toms Tools and the Weekly Newsletter let me
introduce you to my friend and Chartered Market Technician, (CMT), Clare
White.
Twice monthly she provides her expert eye on technical patterns at play in the
market, whether it be on a stock, ETF, or Index.
She then shows navigation training with Toms Tools and options education on
the setups she sees (not recommendation, but education).
This week is her irst contribution to this newsletter for 2022.
You will ind Clare’s insights after the 4 corners of the markets section of the
newsletter.
Ladies and Gentlemen, meet Clare White!
Tom Gentile
C1P: Chief 1-Percenter
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Four Corners of the Market
SPY - SPDR S&P 500 ETF Trust

It’s getting pretty tiring constantly referencing this 470-price level on the SPY.
In all this chop since November the one constant is the price level of 470 has
primarily acted as a resistance price area for the markets.
It inally broke out to the upside and made an attempt trade higher during the
period of time know as the Santa Claus Rally.
But alas, the markets have sold off to start the year and SPY is back under 470.
Until today!
Yes, SPY is back above 470 on a closing basis.
We are back to wondering if this move has legs and will continue higher.
I am on record in other online sessions saying I could see the SPY going to 480.
TLT - iShares 20+ Year Treasury Bond ETF
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I often iterate there is usually an inverse relationship of price action
between US Equities and bonds.
The markets, represented by the SPY, is at a testing point at 470.
Meaning it is yet to be seen if it will inally make another run above 470
or will that price remain resistance.
If it breaks higher that may mean TLT stay where its at or trades lower
as investors see the ROI potential greater from their stock investments
over the return on e can get from bonds.
The bigger concern now seems the prospect of up to 4 interest rate
hikes.
You can look up the concern for TLT if interest rates get hiked up on
www.investopedia.com. One article that reads, generally speaking, if you
predict interest rates to rise in the future, it is best to avoid long-term
bonds (such as the TLT, which is a 20-year Treasury bond).
UUP - Invesco DB US Dollar Index Bullish Fund
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UUP tracks or measures the US dollar's moves against a basket of major
developed foreign currencies. They are the EU's euro, the Japanese yen, the
British pound, the Canadian dollar, the Swedish krona, and the Swiss franc.
The dollar tends to be negatively correlated to equities.
The technical pattern I see is a descending triangle pattern.
Things to keep an eye on. If sellers are going to aggressively dump this asset
the price action can continue its downward spiral very quickly. The price could
instead ind some bargain shoppers step in and buy up some of this asset, call
it dollar cost averaging if that happens.
If it is bought up watch out for the support it broke down from at 25.60
becoming a new resistance.
Take the widest width of the triangle and add it to the support of 25.60 and
that could be where UUP ends up.
USO - United States Oil Fund, LP
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GLD - SPDR Gold Shares
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I may look at a longer time frame chart on GLD to see if there are lower pivot
points that can be connected to assess the widest widths of an ascending
triangle.
That way a potential price target can be reached on a breakout higher (though
a ill of the downside gap on the right side of the island cluster of trading
would be the irst expected move in my view.
What about the affect interest rate hikes have on the price of Gold?
The thinking by some is when rates rise, investors will earn a higher yield on
government bonds and that may be an asset deemed more favorable to invest
in because gold does not pay any yield.
What I’ve come to realize from my research is though that thinking makes
sense there isn’t really much documented data that supports there is a bearish
correlation between the two.
From the Desk of a CMT, AMGN Call Case Study & Crypto/AMP
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The simple moving average crossover case study that posted before Christmas
still had entry opportunities on Thursday 12/23/2021 and Monday
12/27/2021.
With price moving upward and implied volatilities (IV) remaining low. I’ve
updated the case study using the same Jan 21 225 call with an entry at
Monday’s closing levels since pre-holiday activity may have delayed a review.
To recap, a series of quick searches using a moving average crossover (20-50
day) and Smart Search provided a potential bullish opportunity in Amgen.
Relatively low at-the-money (ATM) IV was favorable for a long premium
position. Figure 1 displays the risk information for 3 calls at $4.75 ($1425 max
risk).
Note that as of Tuesday, January 11th, earnings are expected in approximately
27 days, so management of a potential overnight price gaps or short-term IV
increase/crush due to earnings was not part of the case study planning.
The Jan 21 expiration was selected because many of those options were
initiated as LEAPS with good open interest which reduces slippage for the
position.
Not so much when you look at the closing bid-ask spread on Dec 27, 2021, but
it’s always reasonable to consider when your reviewing January options.
Figure 1 displays the case study set-up using 12/27/2021 data:
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Figure 1: AMGN Jan 225 Call Case Study Risk Graph, Monday, 12/27/2021
Case study summary on 12/27/2021:
Buy to Open 3 AMGN Jan 225 Calls at $4.25 for a max debit of $1425 (midprice at close)
Case Study Management (Assume $475.00 per contract = $1425/3):
Max risk of $500
$500/3 = $166.67 ~ approximately $165
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$475.00 – $165.00 = $310, exit for loss at $3.10/contract or below
A move that was 80% of the way to the most recent daily bar high of $231 on
12/16/21 was referenced as an upside target ($229) which was reached
intraday on 12/30/21 and on a closing basis yesterday, 1/10/2022. The calls
remained above $3.10, so the case study was exited today.

Figure 2: Case Study View on Tuesday 1/11/2022 (close by 1/14/2022)
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It seems time travel was needed for the suggested 7-day timed exit when
12/14/21 was referenced instead of this Friday, 1/14/2021. If any calls
remain, they should be closed out by Friday.
Crypto Indices and Rebalancing
Crypto traders from the stock world may recognize index re-balancing as a
process that can impact markets – a similar re-balancing recently occurred in
a popular crypto index. In stock trading rebalancing occurs when trading
desks adjust mutual funds and ETF holdings to re lect changes made to the
target index they track. It requires them to buy and sell assets to re lect new
weightings in major indices such as the S&P 500 and the Russell 2000.This
process can be a big deal in the markets and in the two indices referenced, the
quarterly activity can generate strong volumes and moves for stocks impacted.
CoinDesk is a crypto platform that has established some crypto indices and an
af iliated company, Grayscale, is one of the most recognized names in the
crypto fund space. When an article referencing a rebalance for Grayscale in
their DeFi (decentralized inance) fund based on an index re-balancing, I had
to check it out. The original article I read seemed to suggest a pending
rebalance; however, I believe it occurred in 4Q21. Whenever possible, go to the
source. This article provides much better detail on the activity:
https://www.coindesk.com/business/2022/01/04/grayscale-adds- lexasamp-to-de i-fund-removes-bnt-uma-in-quarterly-rebalancing/
It prompted me to add some AMP last week (very small to get it on my radar)
to track the impacts of this addition and get a sense of whether there’s a
domino effect for other asset managers. Although I have a long way to go,
there are things in the crypto space that already feel familiar, such as this
rebalancing. Similar to the dotcom days, there may be a bunch of crypto names
now that fall by the wayside in the next few years. There are micro-currencies
being adopted by different industries today that may have a leg up.
I’m relatively new in my crypto and blockchain journey so if a 2022 resolution
is to get better acquainted with this market, stay tuned, I’ll focus on CoinDesk
and Grayscale more next week.
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For more of a kickstart in crypto and micro-currencies, check out someone
who has been doing this for a while, here’s a link to Tom Gentile’s YouTube
channel with some great insights:
https://www.youtube.com/c/TomGentileTrader/videos
A lot more is coming from Tom in 2022.
GLD: Descending Triangle & Fibonacci Chart Update
It’s still relevant: the Fibonacci chart and pattern data for GLD on Tuesday,
January 11, 2022, appears below. The original 50% retracement level for the
pattern baseline is provided as well as the 61.8% level for a conservative
alternative.
•
Baseline at the 50% Fibonacci line: 165.45
•
Updated Baseline at the 61.8% Fibonacci line: 159.37 (more
conservative)
•
Measured Move (MM): Pattern Peak – Pattern Base = 193.89 – 165.45 =
28.44
•
Price Projection: Pattern Base – Measured Move = 165.45 – 28.44 =
137.01
•
•

Updated MM: Pattern Peak – Pattern Base = 193.89 – 159.37 = 34.52
Updated Price Projection: Pattern Base – MM = 165.45 – 34.52 = 130.93

•
•

Time Filter: Minimum of 3 days below the baseline
Price Filter: Minimum move of 3% away from the pattern ($160.49)

Figure 9 displays the current daily bar chart for GLD the with 50- and 150-day
simple moving averages (SMAs) and the Stock Chart Fibonacci selected (500
days).
Yes, it’s still making me a little crazy, but it merits continued monitoring.
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Figure 3: GLD Daily Bar Chart with SMAs and Fibonacci levels (1/11/2022)
Happy new year … may this be the one that puts the pandemic behind us.
Regards, Clare White, CMT
Thanks, Clare!
Tom Gentile
C1P (Chief 1-percenter)
Disclaimers
Stock and options trading has large potential rewards, but also large potential risk.
You must be aware of the risks and be willing to accept them in order to invest in the stock and
options market. Do not trade with money you cannot afford to lose.
This is neither an offer to buy/sell/ or recommend a particular stock or option.
Hypothetical or simulated performance results have certain inherent limitations. Unlike an actual
performance record, simulated results do not represent actual trading. Also, since the trades have
not been actually executed, the results may have under or overcompensated for the impact, if any, of
certain market factors, such as lack of liquidity. Simulated trading programs in general are also
subject to the fact that they are designed with hindsight.
No representation is being made that any account will or is likely to achieve pro its or losses similar
to those shown.
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Disclaimer of Warranties and Liabilities Tom Gentile and TomsTradingRoom, LLC including
employees, consultants, and editors ("Publisher") cannot and do not warrant the completeness or
accuracy of the content found in our areas, or its usefulness for any particular purpose.
Tom Gentile and TomsTradingRoom, LLC also make no promises that our content or the service
itself will be delivered to you uninterrupted, timely, secure, or error-free. Under no circumstances
will Tom Gentile and TomsTradingRoom, LLC be liable for direct, indirect, incidental, or any other
type of damages resulting from your use or downloading of any content on our site.
This includes, but is in no way limited to, loss or injury caused in whole or in part by our negligence
or by anything beyond our control in creating or delivering any portion of Tom Gentile and
TomsTradingRoom, LLC.
You are agreeing that you bear responsibility for your own investment research and investment
decisions. You also agree that Tom Gentile and TomsTradingRoom, LLC will not be liable for any
investment decision made or action taken by you, or others based upon reliance on news,
information, or any other material published by Tom Gentile and TomsTradingRoom, LLC.
Tom Gentile and TomsTradingRoom, LLC relies on various sources of information that we believe to
be accurate and reliable. However, we make no claims or representations as to the accuracy,
completeness, or truth of any material contained on our site.
Tom Gentile and TomsTradingRoom, LLC are educational portals, providing content for educational
and informational purposes only. Neither Tom Gentile nor TomsTradingRoom, LLC are a broker/
dealer. Investors need a broker to trade stocks and options and must meet certain requirements. All
securities, futures, and investments data and ideas are offered to self-directed investors. All prices
in USD unless noted otherwise.
A full disclaimer can be found here: http://www.tomgentile.com/legal_disclaimers.html.
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